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SUBJ: 

Pat Dusang, Heavy Capacity Product Manager, Meridian, MS 
 
New ‘Safety Yellow’ Industrial strength paint on all Rub-Rails 

  
The function of rub-rails is to help guide the vehicles on and off the scale.  This is accomplished by either seeing the 
rub-rails or by hearing the tires rub on the rails.  To increase the functionality of this option by increasing the visibility, 
Fairbanks will now paint all rub-rails safety yellow.  This increases the ability to see where the edges of the scale is 
located, thus reducing the likelihood of a truck driving off the scale.  Not only is Fairbanks changing the color of the 
paint but we are also changing the paint specifications as well.  
 
The safety yellow paint is manufactured by Sherwin Williams and is the same industrial grade paint that is used by 
companies like BFI and Waste Management to coat their waste handling equipment that is subjected to harsh 
environments.  It is also the same paint specified in many Fed-Ex applications.  Fairbanks currently uses this same 
type of paint to cover and protect the Titan Series Truck Scales.  The specifications for this paint and pictures of 
some safety yellow rub-rails can be acquired on the Fairbanks IntrAnet using the following path  
(Product Management/Truck Scales/Options/Rub-Rails). 
 
Any scale ordered with rub-rails that is shipped after July 16th will have the new ‘safety yellow’ paint coating.  Also, 
refer to SDL 6628 for the factory installed rub-rail option to simplify your scale installation. 
 
 
If you have questions, please contact Pat Dusang @ 601.483.4311 ext. 104 or email at james.p.dusang@fancor.com 
or you can contact Heavy Capacity Inquiry @ 800.777.9959    

 




